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Several members of the Green Wave offensive team participated in the 2018 Manning Passing Academy football camp on the Nicholls State University campus in Thibodaux, Louisiana. Green Wave senior quarterback Jonathan Banks, right, throws a pass while New York Giants quarterback and New Orleans native Eli Manning, left, studies his form.

The annual camp reinforces the basic fundamentals of football while catering to the offensive skill positions of running back, tight end, wide receiver and quarterback.
Peyton Manning, third from left, and Eli Manning, fourth from right, pose for a group photo with members of the Green Wave football team at the 2018 Manning Passing Academy football camp. From left to right: senior Charles Jones II (tight end), sophomore Jacob Robertson (wide receiver), sophomore Jaetavian Toles (wide receiver), junior Darnell Mooney (wide receiver), senior Terren Encalade (wide receiver) and freshman Sorrell Brown (wide receiver).